GEOGRAPHY HOMEWORK

China

Find the following places in the reference book of your choice. Tell where they are in modern geographical terms. Also give the reading (pronunciation) of each.

Example: 華亭海 – This is the old name of modern-day Shanghai.

播州
兩江
鬼谷

Japan

Find the following places in the reference book of your choice. Tell where they are in modern geographical terms. Also give the reading (pronunciation) of each.

Example: 武蔵野 – This refers to the fields in western Kantō, covering part of Tōkyō and Saitama prefecture.

備後
出羽
大宰府

Korea

Find the following places in the reference book of your choice. Tell where they are in modern geographical terms. Also give the reading (pronunciation) of each.

Example: 漢陽 – first established in the 6th century, this is the name of modern-day Seoul

弁韓
東萊
開京